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McGlamry's Comprehensive Textbook of Foot and Ankle Surgery, Third Edition is a standard core

text in podiatric education, for those who specialize in managing the many problems of the foot and

ankle. New content for the Third Edition includes: biomaterials; expansion of the external/internal

fixation devices (pins, staples, cannulated screws); principles of fixation; and expansion of

neurological disorders material. There will also be a new chapter on selected rearfoot arthrodeses.
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Previous versions more detailed. In trying to simplify and be more concise, the authors have left out

vital details that would be important for those just graduating or studying for boards. Earlier versions

much better. Appears this book is quickly losing it spot as the only goto book. I definitely would still

have in my collection, but now would not be my only reference.

Excellent textbook. I have this on my kindle as well. Very good text book for foot and ankle

surgeons. I recommend this book to all my colleagues and residents when I was teaching at

Madigan Army Medical Center. It's McGlamry!!! The best :)

This textbook contains great diversity of surgical principles and wealth of surgical pearls. The

pictures are colorful and vivid. This book is a great investment for all surgeons specializing in foot



and ankle. Dr. Allan Evangelista, DPM, MPH;[...]

This is the most comprehensive textbook on foot and ankle surgery and disorders. There are many

who have tried but nobody has been able to include so much up to date information and so many

experts in one text.

Excellent price, delivered on time and as described. great for my surgery classes and residency. i

dont know what else to type but it is requiring me to go on

This book is one of the best comprehensive references. The amount of information available in the

text is phenominal. A must have for podiatry students!!

wow, this book helped me breeze through externships and boards. you have to shell out the money.

there is no better, all encompassing book, in my opinion.

Great book, lots of pictures, well worth the money! The most detailed book in podiatry! Could not

have asked for a better book to have.
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